
 
HMC700LP4E Fractional-N Synthesizer 
Frequently Asked Questions 
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What Registers & Bits need to be programmed after Power-Up? 
After power-up registers need to be programmed as follows: 
 
Reg 0 1h (to reset device before programming. Reset is recommended after power-up); 
Reg 1  Default setting is CE controlled by pin #23.  For CE from SPI program 3h to enable and 1h 
to disable; 
Reg 2  As required (default value is R=1); 
Reg 3  As required (Integer divider value.  See datasheet for programming example); 
Reg 4  As required (Fractional divider value.  See datasheet for programming example); 
Reg 5  50894Ch (program the Seed used by the Delta-Sigma Modulator); 
Reg 6  702F87h (configure the Delta-Sigma Modulator for Fractional Mode); 
Reg 7  4FA (configure LD for ‘analog’ LD function); 
Reg 8  31DFh (disable the GPIO Pads). Default value (31FFh) can be used provided Register D 
is default; 
Reg 9  As required (program for the desired CP current and associated CP Leakage current) 
Reg B  71h or 72h (configure the PFD Delay Select); 
 
How Do I Toggle between Integer Mode and Fractional Mode? 
To switch between Fractional & Integer Mode: 
Reg 6 Bits [12:10] = 011 Fractional mode 
Reg 6 Bits [12:10] = 100 Integer mode 
When in Integer Mode CP Leakage (also known as CP Offset) must be zero.  Program Register 9 
Bits [4:2]=000 & [9:7]=000; 
See also “What is the Charge Pump Offset used for?” 
 
What is the Charge Pump Offset Current used for? 
Use Charge Pump Leakage (Offset) Current only in Fractional Mode. 
 
When in Fractional Mode, best spur & phase noise performance is achieved with the use of CP 
Leakage (Offset) Current (Reg 9 Bits [9:7] Dn or [4:2] Up). 
 
The recommended CP Leakage current setting is given by: 
CP Leakage current (uA) = 3.9e-9 x Fcomparison (Hz) x CP Current (uA) 
Eg.  50MHz comparison frequency with 2000uA CP current yields a recommended CP Leakage 
current of 390uA (program Register 9 Bits [9:7]=111 and Bits [4;2]=000. 
 
You can use either Up or Dn Offset but Dn is recommended (unless Vtune is very close to the CP 
supply rail where CP Up Leakage may offer slightly better performance). Never use Up Leak and 
Dn Leak simultaneously (one should always be 0). 
 
Bits [6:5] & [1:0] are Reserved.  Set them to 0. 
 
Bits [17:10] are CP Trim. Set them all to 0. 
 
In general, better phase noise performance will be had with higher CP currents (Register 9 Bits 
[23:21] and Bits [20:18].  Always program Bits [23:21] = Bits [20:18]. 
 
In Integer Mode, both CP Up & Dn Leakage (Offset) must be 0 otherwise phase noise 
performance will be degraded. 
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When do I use Charge Pump Leakage (Offset) Current? 
Use CP Leakage (Offset) Current only in Fractional Mode.  Do not use CP Leakage (Offset) in 
Integer Mode. 
 
How do I determine the register values for the VCO Integer Divider (Reg 3) and Fractional 
Divider (Reg 4)? 
To determine the value to program into the Fractional Divider Register 4: 
 
[Fvco/Fcomp – (Rnd(Fvco/Fcomp))]   X 2^24 
(Rnd is a round down to the nearest integer function) 
 
Example: 
Fvco 2500.1MHz 
Fcomp 50MHz 
 
[2500.1/50  -  Rnd(2500.1/50)]  X 2^24 = 
 
[50.002 – 50] X 2^24 = 
 
[0.002] X 2^24 = 
 
33554.432 (base10) =  
 
8312hex  program this into Reg 4:  Sets fractional divide value 
 
To determine the value to program into the Integer Divider Register 3: 
Rnd(2500.1/50) = 50 = 32h  program this into Reg 3:  Sets integer divide value 
(Rnd is a round down to the nearest integer function) 
 
Another example is shown in the datasheet. 
 
Can the register values be software reset to default power-up values? 
Yes.  Write Reg 0 Bit [0] = 1. 
This sets all registers to their power-up default values. 
This is a recommended programming step immediately after power on. 
 
What are the power-up default values of the registers? 
Reg(h) Data(h) 
1 1  RESET Register 
2 1  Reference Divider Register 
3 C8  Integer VCO Divider Register 
4 0  Fractional VCO Divider Register 
5 0  Sigma-Delta Modulator Seed Register 
6 842E87 Sigma-Delta Modulator Configuration Register 
7 1004FA Lock Detect & Cycle Slip Prevention Configuration Register 
8 31FF  Analog Enable Register 
9 0  Charge Pump Register 
A 0  Charge Pump Op-Amp Register 
B 870  Phase Frequency Detector Register 
C 0  VCO SPI Register 
D A                   GPO_SPI_Reference Divider Register 
E 0                    Reserved 
F 0  Lock Detect Status Register 
 
This yields the following default configuration: 
ChipEnable Selection: Device enable/disable control is via pin # 23 state (CE pin) 



Reference Divider: Divide-by-1 (bypass mode) 
Integer Divider:  Divide-by-200 
Fractional Divider: 0 which means when in Fractional mode the VCO will be on an integer 

boundary; 
SD Seed:  0 
SD Configuration: Type 1 SD Modulator; Fractional Mode enabled; SD AutoSeed enabled; 

Phase Adjust Mode disabled; FSK Mode disabled; SD Clk source from 
divided VCO; SD Clk inverted;  CSP Magnitude Correction mid-range 8 

Lock Det/CSP Config: Lock Detect Window 250 (FAh); Lock Detect enabled; Asymmetric Lock 
Detect Window disabled; 20ns 1-shot for Lock Detect; Ring Osc 
disabled; Cycle Slip Prevention (CSP) enabled; 

Analog Enable: Bias enabled; CP enabled; PFD enabled; Reference Buffer enabled; 
VCO Buffer enabled; GPO pads enabled; SDO enabled (serial data 
out/Lock Detect out pin); Divided VCO output to digital clock input path 
enabled; VCO Divider enabled; VCO Divider output duty cycle stretch 
disabled; Reference input applied to Digital enabled; Divided Reference 
applied to Digital enabled; (Digital uses both the divided reference and 
the non-divided reference signals for normal operation so both are 
enabled) 

Charge Pump: Charge Pump Up/Dn current 0; Charge Pump Up/Dn Offset current 0; 
Charge Pump Up/Dn Trim current 0; 

Charge Pump Op-Amp: Charge Pump Op-Amp bias 540uA; (this is an internal op-amp used for 
the charge pump ckt block and has nothing to do with extending the 
charge pump range beyond 5V as is typically done in active wideband 
loop filter implementations) 

Ph Frequency Detector: PFD path delay 0; Negative VCO tuning slope enabled; Both PFD Up & 
PFD Dn enabled and control charge pump when locked and unlocked;  
Lock Detect output on SDO/LD pin #23; 

VCO SPI: 0 
GPO SPI Ref Divider: GPO outputs D0 & D1 pin # 6 & 7 output the data in Reg D Bits [5:4] (for 

test purposes); Reference Divide-by-1 is used for VCO SPI Clk (when 
writing data to the VCO via the VCO SPI register); Automatic write to 
VCO SPI when VCO SPI register is updated disabled; 

Lock Detect Status: 0 (not locked); 
 
What is an “Integer Boundary”? 
An integer boundary is a whole multiple of the comparison frequency.  A classic PLL device 
operates only on integer boundaries because the VCO output frequency is always an integer 
multiple of the comparison frequency. 
With Fractional-N PLL’s the VCO divider can be non-integer values (such as 100.0587, 99.9862, 
168.02 etc). 
 
What is Cycle Slip Prevention? 
Cycle Slip Prevention (CSP) automatically pulls the phase at the phase detector when it is 
approaching +/-2pi during a frequency hop.  This prevents a cycle slips.  CSP has been shown to 
reduce VCO slew time by up to 50% but the total time to phase settling is not significantly 
improved, maybe only a few microseconds. 
 
CSP will cause the VCO N divider to momentarily divide by a higher or lower N value in order to 
pull the divided VCO phase back towards the reference edge.  The maximum recommended 
VCO N divider deviation is no more than 20% of the target N value.  For example, if N=50 for 
normal operation, then the CSP Magnitude should be 10 or less.  Program Register 6 Bits [23:20] 
= Ah. 
 



In situations where the target N value is low, for example 36 the CSP behaviour will be 
compromised because the minimum VCO divide value is 32 so the CSP Magnitude cannot go 
below 32. 
 
How do I use Cycle Slip Prevention (CSP)? 
To use Cycle Slip Prevention in Integer Mode: 
Reg 6 Bit[10] = 0 Fractional SD Modulator held in Reset 
Reg 6 Bit[11] = 1 Fractional SD Modulator buffers enabled 
Reg 6 Bit[12] = 0 Fractional SD Modulator not in Bypass 
Reg 7 Bit[20] = 1 To enable CSP 
 
To use Cycle Slip Prevention in Fractional Mode: 
Reg 6 Bit[10] = 1 Fractional SD Modulator not in Reset 
Reg 6 Bit[11] = 1 Fractional SD Modulator buffers enabled 
Reg 6 Bit[12] = 0 Fractional SD Modulator not in Bypass 
Reg 7 Bit[20] = 1 To enable CSP 
 
Cycle Slip Prevention offers a dramatic decrease in the frequency slewing time (reduces it by 
half).  However, it has been observed that the total time to phase settled is not reduced 
significantly with CSP on vs. off. 
 
What is the recommended Delta-Sigma Modulator Seed value? 
Any value except 0 
 
What is the current on each power pin of the HMC700? 
DVDD Pin 3  12mA (3V) 
VDDIO Pin 4  0 (3V) 
DVDDM Pin 8  1.05mA (3V) 
VCCPS Pin 9  65mA (3V) 
AVCC Pin 12  10mA (3V) 
VDDCP Pin 13 & VCCCP Pin 14 combined 7mA (5V) 
VDDPFD Pin 16 7mA (3V) 
AVDD Pin 18  4mA (3V) 
RVDD Pin 21  2mA (3V) 
DVDDQ Pin 22  0 (3V) 
 
How to control power down via pin or via register? 
The HMC700 by default is enabled/disabled by the state of CE pin #23 (high=enabled; 
low=disabled).  The powerdown state can also be controlled via the serial interface.  To control 
the power down state from the serial inter face program Register 1 Bit[0]=0.  The powerdown 
state of the HMC700 is then controlled by the Register 1 Bit[1] (1=enabled; 0=disabled). 
 
How do I invert the phase of the PFD/CP when using an inverting active loop filter? 
Program Register B Bit[3]=1 to invert the PFD/CP phase. 
 
How does the LD function work?  How do I configure the LD function? 
The Lock Detect operation is based on the reference signal edge and the divided VCO signal 
edge arriving at the phase detector within a specified interval window of one another.  Each time 
both signal edges occur within the window a counter is incremented.  When the counter reaches 
a programmed threshold (default 250 Register 7 Bits[9:0]), Lock is declared and the LD flag is 
asserted.   If one phase detector cycle occurs with one edge outside the window the counter is 
reset to 0 and the process starts again. 
 
This window interval is set by selectable One-Shot circuits built into the synthesizer:  Analog 
‘Fixed’ One-Shot (Analog LD) & Digital ‘Programmable’ Ring Oscillator based One-Shot (Digital 
LD). 



 
The Analog One-Shot has a fixed width of 10ns. 
 
The Digital Ring Oscillator One-Shot is programmable via Register 07 Bits [18:17] & [16:14] which 
set the frequency of ring oscillator and the duration (# of ring osc cycles) of the One-Shot. 
 
 
When in Fractional Mode, best spectral performance is encountered with the use of Charge 
Pump Leakage (offset) (Register 9h).  This forces an offset in phase at the phase detector.  This 
offset is proportional to ratio of the leakage current to the charge pump current.  For example, if 
maximum Down Leakage is used (385uA) with maximum Charge Pump current (2000uA), the 
phase offset at the phase detector between the reference signal and the divided VCO signal will 
be 69 degrees (385/2000 x 360).  With a 50MHz comparison frequency, this translates into a 
3.85ns delay between reference and divided VCO edges.  Using the Analog One-Shot (default 
LD function) there is sufficient time to capture both edges. 
 
 
The default LD state with fixed 10ns Analog One-Shot pulse width is sufficient for most 
applications.  In some cases, the digital Ring Oscillator One-Shot LD (enabled via Register 7 
Bit[13]) may be required. 
 
 
When operating in Fractional Mode, the required LD pulse width needs to be: 
 
[Time Offset (due to CP Leakage setting) + 4xTvco] x 1.3 
 
Time Offset due to CP Leakage current setting can be calculated from the CP Leakage current, 
CP current and the comparison frequency and is equal to: 
Time Offset = [CP Leakage Setting(uA)]/[Fcomparison(Hz) x CPcurrent(uA)] 
 
Example 1:  50MHz comparison frequency, 2mA CP current, 390uA CP Leakage current, 5GHz 
VCO frequency, Fractional Mode: 
 
Time Offset due to CP Leakage = 3.9ns 
 
Required pulse width= [3.9ns + 4x(1/5GHz)] x 1.3 = 6.11ns 
 
The fixed 10ns pulse width is sufficient for this application. 
 
 
When operating in Integer Mode, the required LD pulse width must be less than the reference 
period.  20% of the reference period is recommended. 
 
Example 2:  100MHz comparison frequency, Integer Mode: 
 
Required pulse width=  [1/(Fcomparison)] x 0.2 x 1.3 = 2.6ns 
This value is significantly less than the default 10ns pulse width. 
 
How to choose the adjust the One-Shot Duration when using the Digital Ring Oscillator One-Shot: 
Register 7 Bits[18:17] control the frequency of the Ring Oscillator. 
Register 7 Bits[16:14] control the pulse width which is comprised of a number of cycles of the 
Ring Oscillator (ranging from 0.5 to 64 cycles of the Ring Oscillator). 
The Digital One-Shot pulse width can be observed on the test pin # 6 of the HMC700 by using the 
GPO test feature (Register D Bits[3:0]=5h and enable the GPO Pads Register 8 Bit[5]=1)). 
As pin # 6 is observed on an oscilloscope the pulse width can be changed by programming 
Register 7 Bits[16:14] and Bits[18:17] 



 
Can the HMC700 be used in time sensitive fast lock applications? 
Some VCO divider transitions can result in a large divider value being momentarily loaded into 
the VCO divider.  This can take an extended period of time to clear before a normal acquisition 
can commence (possibly several milliseconds). 
This behaviour can occur when the start and end VCO divider values are on opposite sides of a 
binary VCO divide value (64, 128, 256, 512, 1024...).  If the application requires fast locking when 
frequency hopping across these divider values then the following register programming sequence 
should be followed. 
 
Integer Mode: 
Write Register 3 to an ‘intermediate’ integer divide value; 
Write Register 3 to the final desired integer divide value; 
 
Fractional Mode: 
Write Register 5 = 0h (zero the Seed); 
Write Register 4 = 0h (zero the Fractional divide value); 
Write Register 3 to an ‘intermediate’ integer divide value; 
Write Register 3 to the final desired integer divide value; 
Wirte Register 5 = 50894Ch (or any other non-zero Seed value); 
Write Register 4 to the final desired fractional divide value; 
 
The ‘intermediate’ integer divide value can be determined from a simple logic OR operation: 

Register 3 Start Value OR Register 3 Final Value 
 
Does the HMC700 have test/de-bug features? 
Yes.  To view test signals at test pins 6 & 7, program Register 8 Bit[5]=1 and select the desired 
test signals from Register D Bits[3:0].  See the datasheet for a description of the available test 
signals. 
 
What spur performance can I expect? 
The HMC700LP4E is a Fractional-N synthesizer and as with all Fractional-N synthesizers it has 
spurs.  The worst spurs are typically located when the synthesizer is programmed to a frequency 
near a harmonic multiple of the comparison frequency.  These spurs appear up to -40dBc and in 
many cases are better.  Careful power supply decoupling, isolation and PCB layout will impact 
spur performance. 
 
There are other spurs that can appear at other frequencies in Fractional-N synthesizers. 
These spurs can occur when the fractional divide value is a small ‘delta’ away from a divide value 
of 1/M, where M is an integer (it also occurs for K/M where both K & M are integers). 
 
The frequency offset of the spur from the carrier is calculated from: 
delta x M x Fpfd 
delta is a decimal, M is an integer, Fpfd is the comparison frequency in Hz 
(actually, there will be a sinc function comb of spurs with zeroes dependent on the duration of the 
perturbation). 
 
There are many locations at which these spurs could appear when tuning across the VCO range 
from one integer boundary to the next (from N to N+1).  These spurs do not always manifest 
themselves at every location. 
 
Here is an example of how to calculate the spur location for a 48MHz comparison frequency with 
an N divide value of 177.91666 to yield 8540MHz. 
The Fractional divide value is 0.916666 which is very close to 11/12. 
‘M’ is 12 
 



The delta is very small.  It is the difference between the actual divide value that the Sigma-Delta 
Modulator can generate and the 11/12 boundary.  The 24bit Fractional register (Register 4) is 
loaded with EAAAABh (to generate the 0.91666 fractional divide).  EAAAABh/2^24 is very close 
to 11/12 however, it is off by 1.977e-8. 
‘delta’ is 1.977e-8 
 
The spur will be located at: 
1.977e-8 x 12 x 48MHz = 11.4Hz 
 
Referring to the figure below, this 11.4Hz spur, and its first few harmonics, manifest in the time 
domain as a small burst of power every 88ms (11.4Hz).  On a perfect instrument, you would see 
this as a spur @ 11.4Hz (and some of its harmonics) away from the carrier.  On a typical 
spectrum analyzer, however, the instrument sweeps a filter across the band of interest, and 
collects power-vs-time.  It then converts this to power-vs-frequency, depending on the sweep rate 
and span, and displays on the screen.  During one sweep this power deviation appears at a 
certain time-offset (and thus frequency).  During the next sweep the disturbance happens at a 
different time-offset, and ‘appears’ at a different frequency.  The spectrum analyzer sweep rate is 
not synchronized with the disturbance rate.  This gives the appearance that the spur is walking 
across the spectrum when in fact it is the instrument that is walking relative to the spur. 
 

 
 
The same behaviour may be observed if the synthesizer is programmed to 8500MHz because 
that is the frequency near the 1/12 boundary. 
 
Trying to observe these spurs (for the example above) on a spectrum analyzer will be difficult 
because it is so close to the carrier, and will be hidden in its skirts. Tuning the synthesizer to a 
frequency that is farther from the 11/12 boundary will push the spur farther out away from the 
carrier allowing it to be viewed on the spectrum analyzer.  For example, setting a frequency of 
8540.001MHz (1kHz up) would move the spur to 12kHz (which is also the perturbation rate).  If 
the spectrum analyzer is tuned to the exact location of the spur and the sweep rate is adjusted 
you can capture it more consistently. 
 
For best spectral performance in Fractional Mode: 

1. ensure that the correct CP Leakage (Offset) current is applied. 
2. place the first loop filter capacitor as close a possible to the PLL and use 200pF or more 

if loop dynamics permit. 
3. use separate power supplies on the 3V digital, 3V analog, 5V for the PLL and a separate 

supply for the VCO. 
4. CP linearity (spurs are related to CP linearity) is best when it operates into a mid-rail 

voltage.  Linearity will degrade as Vtune approaches ground or 5V.  Operation with an 
op-amp loop filter is helpful 



5. lower comparison frequency tends to improve spur performance but raises phase noise. 
6. higher VCO divider values are better because the PFD/CP has better linearity 
7. narrower loop bandwidths affords higher attenuation for spurs outside the loop bandwidth 
8. isolation between VCO output and PLL divider input (attenuation or amplifier) may help. 

 


